Curriculum Map

You will make two curriculum maps during your internship. In the fall, work with your MT to make a rough sketch of topics and subjects your MT will be teaching across the first 16 weeks of school. Make note of tentative math and literacy topics that you will plan and teach during the fall collaborative unit planning/guided lead teaching, which runs for three weeks in late October and early November. Also make note of other aspects of the curriculum you may gradually become involved with, and areas where you and your MT will begin co-planning and co-teaching.

In December, with your MT, make a rough sketch of topics and subjects your MT will be teaching from January - March. Make note of tentative social studies and science topics that you will plan and teach during the spring lead teaching, which runs for 6-8 weeks in February and March. Also make note of other aspects of the curriculum you may gradually become involved with, and areas where you and your MT will begin co-planning and co-teaching. ** See Desire2Learn or the new website for more curriculum map templates.